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Instructions
Service Pump Deck

When installing a new pump deck on a MD, MDH, SV, or DI series unit you must replace the wiring harness between the
Liquid Level Control Board and the Carbonator Tank. On DI series units the harness being replaced also supplies 24 volts to
the beverage valves. The reason for this change is to provide a better connection where the wiring harness plugs into the
pump deck.

Follow the steps below for replacement of pump deck and
wiring harness:

1. Turn power off to the pump deck.
2. Turn off water and CO2 pressure to the pump deck.
3. Pull the relief valve on the carbonator tank to relieve

water and CO2 pressure then disconnect the water and
CO2 lines from the original pump deck.

4. Unplug the wiring harness from the pump deck and
remove the 3 wires from the carbonator tank (RED,
GREEN, and BLACK).

NOTE: On DI Series units you must also disconnect the 24
volt connection in the tower.

5. Remove the wiring harness from unit.
6. Route the new wiring harness and secure the same as

the original.
7. Make wiring harness connections at the carbonator

tank and pump deck.
· Green wire goes to carbonator tank ground stud
· Red wire connects to Red Probe
· Black wire connects to Black Probe
· Plug the Polarized connection in at pump deck

NOTE: On DI Series units you must also connect the 24 volt
connection in the tower.

8. Connect the water lines to the carbonator pump and
turn water on. Pull the relief valve on the carbonator
tank until water begins to come out then close relief
valve.

9. Connect the CO2 line to the regulator on the pump
deck and turn CO2 pressure on.  NOTE: CO2 Pressure
to inlet of regulator should be 100psi.

Apply power to pump deck and dispense carbonated water
from a beverage valve. When the water level in the carbon-
ator tank goes below the black probe the pump deck should
come on and supply water to the tank.


